Abstract. We have applied the non-contact dynamic force microscopy method to investigate soft biological materials such as hexagonally-packed intermediate layers, DNA, and tobacco mosaic virus under ambient conditions. This method, where a stiff cantilever is oscillated close to its resonance frequency with an amplitude of 0.3-1.5 nm above the sample, allows highly reliable investigation of soft organic matter with minimized normal and lateral forces between tip and sample. The vertical and lateral resolution are determined to be c 1 A and 1-2 nm, respectively, comparing favorably to established results from repulsive-mode scanning force microscopy experiments on adsorbate covered surfaces in liquids. The interaction forces are found to be attractive, dominated by damping mechanisms and attractive force gradients of capillary and van der Waals interactions.
Introduction
The imaging of biological matter on the nanometer scde can be very delicate due to its complexity, softness and lack of conductivity. Diffraction experiments provide exact determination of the structure in cases of crystalline samples. However, most biological materials cannot be crystallized, or when crystallized, are no longer in their natural, active conformation. A variety of sample preparation techniques have been developed to increase sample stability or conductivity.
The resolution of conventional scanning electron microscopy techniques (SEM, TEM) is limited by the low contrast of light atoms which compose biological matter and by the sensitivity of the investigated matter to the probing high energy electrons.
Scanning tunneling and scanning force microscopies Riischlikon, Switzerland. red blood cells [3] . But large interaction forces and the lack of a very well defined probing sensor caused heavy distortions of the soft materials, images dominated by artifacts, and irreproducibility. To minimize these large interaction forces, hopping STM [4] . SFM in liquids 151 and non-contact dynamic force microscopy (DFM) [6] were developed. Whereas SFM in liquids senses repulsive interaction forces, the DFM probes the electrostatic [7] , magnetic [8] or van der Waals [9] interaction forces between tip and sample.
In this article we present the application of noncontact DFM to biological matter such as DNA, HPI layers and tobacco mosaic virus under ambient conditions. We give resolution limits, discuss the contrast mechanism for imaging, and show future prospects of this promising technique.
Experimental details
The technique of operating the scanning force microscope in the non-contact dynamic force mode was introduced in 1987 by Martin er a1 [6] . A scheme of our experimental set-up is shown in figure 1 
where c is the spring constant of the free cantilever, F' = a F / a z the force gradient, and mefi the effective mass of the cantilever. With an attractive force between tip and sample, and therefore a F / a z < 0, the resonance frequency shifts to a lower frequency w;l as indicated in figure 2 . This results in an amplitude change as well of A A at the fixed driving frequency 00 that can be measured with a lock-in technique, referred to as the slope detection method. The maximum force gradient sensitivity can be achieved by adjusting the driving frequency wD to the steepest slope of the resonance curve A(m). This occurs at
where Q is the quality factor of the resonance defined as Q = q / A m with Am as the full width at 1/&h maximum of the resonance curve A ( o ) . Keeping the frequency shift constant with an electronic feedback-loop when scanning the probing tip across the sample surface will result in images of constant gradient contours. The minimum detectable force gradient FAo bas been determined to be 
Results
To study the resolution limits of the dynamic force method, we also imaged the (001) surface of an InPwafer onto which a 900 nm thick Ino.37Gao.63A~ layer aa Figure 2. Scheme of the slope detection technique. The full curve represents the resonance curve of the cantilever without interaction. In the case of an attractive force gradient, the resonance frequency wo shifts to a lower frequency wb (dotted curve). In the slope detection method an amplitude drop AA at a fixed driving frequency OD is measured with a lock-in amplifier (cf figure 1 ).
was grown epitaxially [14] . In figure 3 a 3 x 3 gm' topography map is shown, exhibiting a very flat surface with grooves and uniformly $paced surface steps. The measured step height of 2-3 A is in excellent agreement with the assumed monoatomic surface steps of 2.5
A. From the signal-to-noise ratio along cross sections perpendicular to these surface steps we estimate a vertical resolution of < I A. It is interesting to note that these monoatomic surface steps could be resolved under ambient conditions where a 5-10 A thick oxide layer should exist.
We investigated HPI-layers as a first example of a biological system. The HPI sample, an HPI layer of Deinococcus rndioduruns forming two-dimensional protein sheets, was deposited on a glass substrate [151. 
scale (d).
In these images the hexagonal structure of agreement with theory, the measured width of 6-12 the protein array with a periodicity of 18 nm is clearly nm is wider than the expected -3 nm and suggests visible. Furthermore, the hollow core (figure 4(c)) as contributions from tip geometry. As in all scanning well as the bridges interconnecting the protein rings probe methods, images taken in the dynamic force mode (figure 4(d)) can be clearly identified illustrating a lateral of operation also suffer from finite size effects of the resolution of 1-2 nm. Since the HPI protein rings have sensor tip. The tip geometry, often simply characterized two different sides, where only one side exhibits the by the tip radius r , is convoluted into the measured pronounced hollow core entrance, HPI sheets deposited image. This is most operative when tip radius and object on substrates can occupy two different orientations [16] .
size are comparable. This difference is obvious from our experiments where Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) was deposited onto in one image the hollow core is visible ( figure 4(c) ) and LB-films of phase-separated fluorocarbon and hydrocarin another image (figure 4(d), taken on a different HPI bon domains [I81 and imaged with the dynamic force sheet) no hollow core but the interconnecting bridges microscope. In figures 6(a)<c) we show again three can be resolved.
images at successively higher magnification. The 0.3
Minimizing the interaction forces for imaging soft p m long and 18 nm thick rod-shaped viruses could be biological matter is the key to a successful scanning imaged very reliably, readily visible against the substrate probe experiment. The literature cites experimental background of island shaped -1 4 .
& high hydrocarbon problems with displaced specimens, often caused by the domains. The TMVs preferentially adsorb on the flumotion of the probing sensor. DNA can pose difficulties orocarbon plane, at the juncture between hydrocarbon in attempts to attach it to the supporting substrate, and flurocarbon domains that were identified earlier [ 191 often mica or graphite. We deposited a mixture of by friction force microscopy. The differentiated presensingle and double stranded DNA molecules on a mixed tation of figure 6 ( c ) helps visualizing the fine structure Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) film on silicon . The DFM measured on top of these viruses. The weak corrugation images of the linear double stranded DNA molecules of 1-2 A with a periodicity of 5-8 nm, seen in the image are presented in figures 5(a)-(d) . All these results are of figure 6(c) and the line-traces Of figure 6(d), indicates highly reproducible and no sample distortion effect from again a vertical resolution of <1 A on soft biological mathe probing tip can be observed, suggesting a very small terials. As discussed above, tip convolution effects also interaction force. Figure 5(a) shows the imaged DNA affect DFM experiments on TMVs. Whereas the meastrands on a 1 p m scale. Further zooming to a smaller sured height of 17 nm is again in excellent agreement scale clearly shows the pronounced DNA strands lying with theory, the measured width of -50 nm is about on the LB film. Additional features along the DNA three times too large.
chain direction with periodicities of 6-8 nm and 1-3 A Common to all these DFM experiments is the low corrugation can be identified. Whereas the measured interaction between the sensing tip and the sample height of these DNA strands of 2-3 nm is in good specimen. In contrast to the conventional force microscopy technique, where tip and sample interact amplitude of an oscillating cantilever. To clarify these repulsively, the DFM technique is believed to work points, we performed experiments where the excitation with a much lower force interaction in the attractive spectra of the cantilever was measured at several tipforce regime. As pointed out above, attractive force sample distances. While the cantilever is being driven gradients cause the cantilever resonance to shift to lower by a white-noise signal [20] , RMS-to-DC electronics frequencies, which can be detected by an amplitude controls the distance between the tip and the surface decrease at the driving frequency %.
But this by converting the amplitude into a DC signal that can is not the only physical effect that would cause a be fed into the feedback electronics. Simultaneously drop in amplitude. Damping of the cantilever due the amplitude spectrum of the cantilever oscillation is to additional energy dissipation can also affect the measured and Fourier analyzed. In figure 7 we present three cantilever spectra taken at three different tip-tosample distances. Curve (a) is taken at a tip-sample distance of -1 wm where the tip oscillates nearly freely. By fitting a resonance curve (a') to our measured data, we find a resonance frequency of q=149320 Hz and a Q-factor of Q=500. Approaching the cantilever to a measuring distance of -2 nm, we find that the spectrum changes to (b) and a second peak appears at a lower frequency which cannot he simply understood by a uniform van der Waals interaction. By approaching the tip by another -1 nm (c). the resonance peak of the free cantilever oscillation disappears completely, replaced by an oscillation spectrum dominated by a new resonance frequency at uo = 147280 Hz with Q = 135 (fit (c')), This lower-frequency peak might he explained by capillary forces acting between tip and sample giving rise to an additional force gradient which is assumed to be small but can be estimated by the measured resonance frequency shift to be -0.68 N m-'. The decrease in the Q factor could be attributed to the energy loss of this 
Discussion
In the case o f repulsive contact between sensor and sample, we find that the cantilever resonance frequency shifts towards much higher frequencies and exhibits a flat resonance curve in the frequency window of figure layer, DNA and TMV on the length scale of 2-6 nm with vertical A-resolution. The DFM method is still susceptible to tip convolution effects as are all scanning probe microscopy methods and could benefit from the reduced tip effects already observed with higher aspect ratio tips in conventional AFM. Effects from the underlying substrate should be considered as well, but are unlikely when the biological object is thicker t h k -5-6 nm.
As already mentioned above, we imaged TMV and DNA molecules on heterogeneous organic substrates. Surfaces with inhomogeneous surface energy distribution were found to be very helpful in order to deposit and stabilize biological specimens for imaging [ 181. Recently a 'tapping mode' was developed to image delicate materials [25] where the cantilever oscillates at an amplitude of 50CMOO A. With such a large tip excursion, the tipsample interaction is likely to be passing through several regimes, e.g. from repulsive to attractive to nearly non-interactive. Although there are obvious similarities with the dynamic force method, the difference in driving amplitude (5-30 A in DFM) and the less defined interaction in the tapping mode set the two methods apart.
As a last point, it is clear that biological processes occur in liquid environments. Although we have measured all the examples presented here under ambient conditions, first results of DFM for liquid environments have been achieved [26, 27] during the final stages of manuscript preparation. Curve (a) represents the cantilever spectrum obtained at a tip-sample distance of about 1 pn. By approaching the tip towards the sample, the free cantilever vibration disappears, resulting in a vibration spectrum shown by the slope (c). In slope (c) t h e broader peak at a lower frequency can be explained by capillary forces acting between tip and sample. For more details see text 7. This supports our assumption that under our normal DFM operating conditions we measure at very weak attractive interaction with van der Waals and capillary force:components. We believe that our sensor is only 1-2 nm away from the sample in contrast to measurements of magnetic and electrostatic interactions reported by other groups [8, 14] where the sensor working distance is 100-1000 A. This is verified by approach experiments described above and the following, observation. By approaching the sensor by 1-2 nm towards the sample surface, the observed features get weaker and the image exhibits l/f noise in the slow-scan y direction, well known from repulsive force experiments as z level variations in the y direction. Under normal DFM conditions (situation (b) and ( c ) in figure 7) these z level variations do not occur.
The definition of spatial resolution in microscopy is manifold. First of all one has to distinguish between the resolution limit of the microscope and of the structure variation presented by the object to be imaged. ,Well defined spatially resolved features in SPM experiments allow an estimate of a lower resolution limit. Using this criterion,we find a resolution in the dynamic force mode of < 1 A vertically and 1-2 nm laterally by imaging monoatomic surface steps on InGaAs and molecular stuctures on the length scale of 2-3 nm on a HPI layer respectively. These are our current operational limits on the resolution of the DFM method. They compare favorably with established repulsive AFM experiments on biological materials in liquid environment 12.2-241.
The resolution achieved on biological matter already allows us to detect intemal structure in the HPI
Conclusions
In conclusion, the non-contact dynamic force microscopy method affords successful imaging of soft biological matter as well as of hard surfaces. 
